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QUESTION 1

You are planning to use DMO of SUM to perform an "inplace-migration" to SAP HANA. What do you need to consider?
Note: there are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. The source system is non-Unicode and the target database is a scale-out system. 

B. The target database size increases temporarily because of the Shadow Repository. 

C. SAP HANA Landscape Reorganization required a manual step to edit a file. 

D. Network capacity between exporting and importing R3load processes must be. 

E. Unicode conversion is part of DMO only in case of target version AS ABAP 7.40 or 7.31. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 2

What do you need to consider when performing the SI checks for an SAP S/4HANA conversion? There are 2 correct
answers to this question. 

A. Depending on the SAP S/4HANA version, there are different SI check frameworks. 

B. The SI checks are executed in the development system and the results are transported into the subsequent
systems. 

C. You need an SAP system based on AS ABAP 7.50 or above for the SI check framework. 

D. You need to build up a SI check framework by applying SAP notes. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

What do you need to know about the SAP ERP Upgrade and Update Guide? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. It contains a troubleshooting section 

B. It is target release specific 

C. It contains a section "free space requirements" 

D. It is a database-specific document 

Correct Answer: BC 



 

QUESTION 4

Which additional configuration options are offered by SUM when selecting "Switch expert mode on" in main
configuration option "Standard"? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Keep archiving on during the whole procedure. 

B. Use the Near Zero Downtime Maintenance Technology (NZDM). 

C. Reuse a profile for the shadow instance from a previous run. 

D. Choose the instance number of the shadow instance. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

You are planning an SAP S/4HANA conversion. Which conversion-specific tasks need to be performed during the
preparation phase? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Run the database migration to the SAP HANA database 

B. Perform the migration of data into the new data structure 

C. Check the compatibility of custom code with SAP S/4HANA 

D. Apply the recommendations of the simplification list 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

What phases of SUM will be executed during an SAP S/4HANA conversion including DMO? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Phases DIFF* 

B. Phase DOWNCONF_DTTRANS 

C. Phase RUN_RSPTBFIL _ISUTABU 



D. Phases EU_IMPORT* 

E. Phase RUN_RSDBSCPY 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 7

What do you do to prepare the database migration option of a SUM procedure? 

There are 3 correct answers 

Response: 

A. Extract the SAP HANA database installation archive 

B. Move the stack.xml update file into the download folder 

C. Extract the SAP HANA client installation archive 

D. Move the SAPM update archive into the download folder 

E. Move the R3trans update archive into the download folder 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 8

During the upgrade of your development system, you run into the adjustment of non- dictionary objects handled by
transaction SPAU There you find programs that are shown in status "automatic adjustment (green traffic tight). What will
happen with these programs when you continue with your upgrade without performing any other actions inside your
SAP system? 

A. SUM continues with the next phase and your modifications are kept as In the start release 

B. SUM continues with the next phase and your modifications are lost 

C. Before continuing with the next phase SUM asks for a modification adjustment transport 

D. SUM refuses to continue unless you have marked a transport request as modification adjustment transport 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You are performing an SAP S/4HANA conversion. Which phases are executed during SUM technical downtime? Note:
There are 2 correct answers to this question 

A. PARMVNT_UPG 

B. TABIMJJPG 



C. PARDIST_SHD 

D. TABIM_SHADOW_* 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

You are performing an SAP S/4HANA conversion. When does the silent data migration (SDM) take place? 

A. After SUM has ended 

B. During the Execution roadmap step 

C. Before the start of the SUM technical downtime 

D. During the SUM technical downtime 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

What do you need to know about the SAP S/4HANA Conversion Guide? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this
question. 

A. It explains the database migration option (DMO) of SUM. 

B. It contains a section about the simplification item (SI) checks. 

C. It explains where to find information about the custom code analysis. 

D. It is a database-specific document. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 12

You are performing an upgrade of an SAP ECC development system with SUM. What is the earliest point when the
upgrade is considered complete and you can allow all dialog users to log on to the system? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. After the SUM roadmap step "Execution" is finished and before "Postprocessing" 

B. During the SUM roadmap step "Postprocessing", after the post procedure steps are complete 

C. During the SUM roadmap step "Postprocessing", in parallel with post procedure steps 

D. After the SUM roadmap step "Postprocessing" and post procedure steps are finished 



Correct Answer: B 
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